
A hippo decides to lose weight 

to wear her favourite skirt on her 

birthday. Can she do it or will she 

give up?
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Where is Tammy 
Hippo?

On Saturday morning Tammy Hippo 
decided to go shopping. She got out 
of bed and ran to the bathroom.
“What am I going to wear today?” 
Tammy thought as she looked in the 
mirror.
“I have many clothes but they are too 
small for me,” she said.
Tammy believed that if there is a 
problem, there is always a solution.
“I want to be fit and wear a short skirt 
at my birthday party next month. I’ll go 
on a diet. I can do it!”
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Go to activities 
on page 16

What does Tammy 
believe?
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13  Listen and say.

14   Listen and tick (√) the correct picture (a, b, or c).

for pages 10–11

1 Where are they going to sit? 

3 Where did they spend their morning?

2 What does his younger brother like? 

4 What food does he like?

5 What doesn’t the man want to eat?

a

a

a

a

a

b

b

b

b

b

c

c

c

c

c

mall

clothes shop

junk food

shop counter

sit on the sofaburgers

chocolates
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15  Listen and say.

for pages 12–13

1 Eric is ..................................... his trousers with a shirt. 

2 Anny is buying some ..................................... . 

3 Laura is trying a ..................................... . 

4 Sarah is ..................................... herself in the mirror. 

5 Mrs Smith is paying at the shop counter for a ..................................... .

blouse

handbag

matching

admiring

jewellery

Eric Anny Laura

Mrs. 
SmithSarah

admire
healthy snacks

16   Look at the picture and complete the sentences with the 
words from the boxes. 

active

blouse

handbag

jewellery

match
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